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Description

[0001] The invention relates to an assembly of a water
supply apparatus and a cleaning system for cleaning the
water supply apparatus, the water supply apparatus-be-
ing provided with: a tap water inlet; a mineral dosing unit
with the aid of which, on the basis of tap water, mineral
water can be generated, and water processing means,
the cleaning system being provided with at least one
cleaning agent vessel from which, in use, cleaning agent
can be supplied to the water supply apparatus. Such an
assembly is known from US 2003/0159447 A1.
[0002] In addition, the invention relates to a method
for cleaning a water supply apparatus.
[0003] An example of a water supply apparatus is de-
scribed in the international patent application WO
03/050045. In this case, the water processing means can
comprise: a first storage vessel which is filled, in use,
with water to which minerals have been added. The first
storage vessel can be provided with, for instance, a cool-
ing unit for cooling this first storage vessel The water
professing means can also comprise a fluid connection
between the tap water inlet and the first storage vessel.
The water processing means can also comprise a filter
included in the first fluid connection. During use, such a
filter can filter the tap water. The water supply apparatus
can be provided with a second storage vessel filled, in
use, with minerals. Often, this second storage vessel will
be provided with a dosing unit for dispensing, in a dosed
manner, minerals from the second storage vessel to the
first storage vessel. It is possible that the water process-
ing means comprise a third storage vessel. This third
storage vessel will, in use, also be filled with water to
which minerals have been added. In the following, the
term mineral water refers to water to which minerals have
been added.
[0004] It is possible that the water processing means
also comprise a second fluid connection between the first
storage vessel and the third storage vessel for conveying
mineral water from the first storage vessel to the third
storage vessel. Further, the water processing means can
comprise a water-dispensing outlet for dispensing min-
eral water from the third storage vessel and/or the first
storage vessel. It is also possible that the water supply
apparatus is further provided with at least a first recircu-
lation system for discharging mineral water from the third
storage vessel and for, then, returning the discharged
mineral water to the third storage vessel. The water
processing means can be understood to be means
which, in the water supply apparatus, come into direct
contact with the water which is suitable, or is made suit-
able for consumption.
[0005] The water supply apparatus can also include
conduits, pumps and sealing valves. These, too, can be
understood to be water processing means, when the wa-
ter which is made suitable for consumption or has been
made suitable for consumption contacts the inner walls
of such parts.

[0006] To prevent, in particular, the growth of microbes
and algae on surfaces, the water in the water supply ap-
paratus must be in motion. Various pumps and the recir-
culation circuit are parts of the water processing means
ensuring that the water is in motion regularly.
[0007] One elaboration of a water supply apparatus as
described in the above mentioned international applica-
tion can be provided with a control unit designed for con-
trolling at least a part of the water processing means ac-
cording to a predetermined water processing program.
For instance, it is possible that the water is recirculated
when no water is taken from the water supply apparatus
for a considerable period of time or, conversely, when
mineral water is taken from the water supply apparatus
and new mineral water is to be generated on the basis
of tap water.
[0008] Due to the presence of the control unit, the water
supply apparatus can be very simple in use. For instance,
after mineral water has been taken by a user, automati-
cally, new mineral water can be generated by the appa-
ratus. It is possible that with the aid of, for instance, a
float the amount of water still present in one of the storage
vessels is established and that with a predetermined,
minimum, amount of mineral water still present, the con-
trol unit controls the processing means on the basis of
the signal of the float such that fresh tap water flows
through the tap water inlet into the water supply appara-
tus and a new amount of mineral water is prepared. In
this manner, the water supply apparatus can, to a certain
extent, clean the water processing means by automati-
cally flushing water, at fixed times, or after a period in
which no use has been made of the water supply appa-
ratus, through the water processing means and, option-
ally, discharging it whereupon, automatically, the water
supply apparatus can, once more, allow water via the tap
water inlet into the water supply apparatus for generating
fresh mineral water with the aid of the water processing
means.
[0009] The water supply apparatus comprising a con-
trol unit designed for controlling at least a part of the water
processing means according to a predetermined water
processing program, is, as indicated hereinabove, de-
signed so as to be self-cleaning to a certain extent. How-
ever, it is not precluded that growth of microbes and/or
algae still takes place within the water processing means
at positions where moving water can not easily prevent
the growth of algae and/or microbes, for instance be-
cause moving water, when flowing through the water
processing means, hardly reaches these positions.
Therefore, it appears advisable to add a cleaning agent
to the water supply apparatus after a particular period of
time, so that due to the presence of the cleaning agent
in the water supply apparatus, the presence of any mi-
crobes, growth of algae and/or contamination in the water
processing means can be reduced. Further, the cleaning
agent can be such that growth of bacteria in the water
supply apparatus is prevented too and/or can be such
that bacteria are killed. In that case, disinfection of the
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water supply apparatus is involved, such as it will take
place, as a rule, directly after assembly of the water sup-
ply apparatus. To this end, the water supply apparatus
will typically be used as part of an assembly comprising
a water supply apparatus and a cleaning system for
cleaning the water supply apparatus. In this connection,
a cleaning system comprises at least one cleaning agent
vessel from which, in use, cleaning agent can be added,
directly or indirectly, to the water supply apparatus.
[0010] A problem is that the water supply apparatus
comprises a control unit designed for controlling at least
a part of the water processing means according to a pre-
determined program of a first type. As has been set forth
hereinabove, this controlling is directed to keep the water
in motion and to react to the decrease of mineral water
by a user. Although it may promote the cleaning agent
to spread relatively rapidly through the water processing
means so that cleaning agent can arrive at virtually all
positions which come into contact with the water, it also
causes the cleaning agent to be relatively difficulty driven
from the water supply apparatus, once it has been in-
cluded therein.
[0011] The problem that the cleaning agent can be
driven from the water supply apparatus relatively diffi-
cultly can, for that matter, also occur in water supply ap-
paratus in which no circulation of the water takes place.
[0012] The invention intends to meet at least one draw-
back of the assembly of the prior art.
[0013] This object of the invention is achieved with an
assembly according to claim 1. In this connection, clean-
ing is understood to mean reducing an amount of con-
tamination, comprising for instance, microbes and
growth of algae, present in the water supply apparatus,
and reducing an amount of cleaning agent present in the
water supply apparatus. As the cleaning system com-
prises a cleaning system control unit, it is possible to
have the water processing means function differently
from the manner if functions when, for instance, mineral
water is being generated on the basis of tap water. Con-
trolling the water processing means according to a pre-
determined cleaning program can, in an initial cleaning
phase, for instance be directed to spreading a cleaning
agent such that the water processing means come into
contact with the cleaning agent. After the initial phase,
controlling the water processing means can be directed
to diluting the cleaning agent such that the cleaning agent
is virtually no longer present, at least can only be present
in a concentration lower than a predetermined concen-
tration of which it has been established that it is not det-
rimental to the health when water with such a concentra-
tion is drunk and/or will have no noticeable taste effect
on the mineral water made suitable for consumption. An
example of such a predetermined cleaning program will
be described further.
[0014] Preferably, it holds that the cleaning system
control unit can be connected with the control unit of such
a water supply apparatus. This offers the advantage that
the water supply apparatus needs not be provided with

direct connections such as, for instance, electric wiring
between the water processing means and the cleaning
system control unit. The cleaning system control unit can
simply be connected with the control unit of the water
supply apparatus and utilize the connections between
the water processing means and the control unit of the
water supply apparatus.
[0015] It is possible that the first and the second control
unit are integrally connected with each other. This is also
understood to include a situation in which one control
unit is involved, designed for carrying out the water
processing program and, if desired, for carrying out the
cleaning program.
[0016] In a special embodiment it holds that the clean-
ing system is also provided with a water inlet for taking
in water. For instance, the cleaning system cannot only
supply a cleaning agent to the water supply apparatus,
but also, on the basis of water, carry out cleaning activ-
ities as will be discussed hereinbelow.
[0017] Further, it can hold that the water inlet can be
connected or has been connected with the water supply
apparatus such that, in use, water can flow from the water
supply apparatus into the water inlet. This offers the ad-
vantage that any water that may be present in the water
supply apparatus can be used for diluting the cleaning
agent. This can offer an advantage in particular when a
position where the water supply apparatus is arranged
is provided with only one supply source for tap water. It
is, for instance, possible that the water conduit inlet is
provided with a branching, provided or not provided with
a valve, with which it is possible to have tap water flow
into the water inlet of the cleaning system.
[0018] In particular, it holds that downstream of the tap
water inlet, the water inlet of the cleaning system can be
connected, or has been connected, with the water supply
apparatus. As a rule, a tap water inlet will be shielded
from vision and be placed on a rear side of the water
supply apparatus, in use often against a side placed
against a wall. When the cleaning system can be con-
nected or has been connected with the water supply ap-
paratus downstream of the tap water inlet, this offers the
possibility that connection of the water inlet of the clean-
ing system to the water supply apparatus can take place
in a simple manner. The fact is that the water inlet can
be connected with the water supply apparatus at a posi-
tion which can be reached without the water supply ap-
paratus having to be moved.
[0019] Further, it may hold that the cleaning system is
provided with at least one cleaning agent outlet which
can be connected, or has been connected, with the water
supply apparatus for adding, during use, cleaning agent
to the water supply apparatus. This offers the advantage
that the cleaning agent can arrive from the cleaning sys-
tem directly into the water supply apparatus. Preferably,
it then holds that upstream of the water processing
means, at least one cleaning agent outlet of the cleaning
system can be connected, or has been connected, with
the water supply apparatus. This offers the advantage
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that it is also possible to place the cleaning agent vessel,
as a part of the cleaning system, between the tap water
inlet and the water processing means of the water supply
apparatus. As a result, a highly efficient and rapid manner
of cleaning the water supply apparatus is possible as the
tap water is directly provided by the cleaning system with
the cleaning agent and then flows through the water
processing means for the purpose of cleaning the water
processing means.
[0020] It is possible that the cleaning system control
unit is also designed for controlling the cleaning system.
[0021] In a special embodiment it holds, that the clean-
ing system is also designed for cleaning such a water
supply apparatus, which is also provided with a first ter-
minal for connection with an electric energy source and
with a second terminal with which the cleaning system
can be connected so as to be connected with an electric
energy source as well. This offers the advantage that the
cleaning system needs not be provided with a long elec-
tric cord for connection with an electric energy source. A
relatively short cord can suffice. Further, this may mean
that the position of the water supply apparatus needs not
be changed for, for instance, connecting the cleaning
system directly with the electricity network, a terminal of
which may be located in the wall behind the water supply
apparatus.
[0022] Preferably, it holds that the cleaning system is
provided with at least one filter holder in which, with the
cleaning system in use, at least one filter intended for the
water supply apparatus can be included for, for instance,
cleaning the filter. This offers the possibility that the filter
can undergo a special treatment in cleaning system. This
can for instance entail allowing water to flow through the
filter in a direction opposite to the direction of the water
through the filter when the filter is placed in the water
supply apparatus. Furthermore, this can entail exposing
the filter to high pressure from a flow of water for removing
filth from the filter. This can take place with a new filter
but also with a used filter.
[0023] In particular it holds that the cleaning system is
provided with a water purification device and a purified-
water outlet for purifying water or discharging purified
water, respectively. This has the advantage that the
cleaning system can also prepare purified water with
which the water supply apparatus can be filled for the
purpose of preparing the water supply apparatus for use.
The water supply apparatus can also be flushed with pu-
rified water.
[0024] The invention also comprises a cleaning meth-
od as defined by claim 18.
[0025] The invention is presently elucidated with ref-
erence to a drawing. In the drawing:

Fig.1 schematically shows a first possible embodi-
ment of a water supply apparatus of an assembly
according to be invention;
Fig. 2 shows a view of a possible embodiment of a
water supply apparatus of the assembly according

to the invention;
Fig. 3 shows in detail the third storage vessel of the
apparatus according to Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 schematically shows a second possible em-
bodiment of a water supply apparatus of an assem-
bly according to the invention;
Fig. 5 shows an embodiment of a cleaning system
of an assembly according to the invention.

[0026] In the drawing, identical parts are often provided
with identical reference signs.
[0027] In Fig. 1, reference numeral 1 denotes a first
possible embodiment of the water supply apparatus for
presenting mineral water suitable for consumption. In the
following, the water supply apparatus is also simply in-
dicated with apparatus. The apparatus is provided with
a tap water inlet 2 which, in use, can be connected with
an open tap. In this specification, the tap water inlet is
sometimes also called water supply inlet 2. The appara-
tus is further provided with a first storage vessel 4 which,
in use, is filled with mineral water. Further, the apparatus
is provided with a first fluid connection 6 between the
inlet 2 and the first storage vessel 4. The first fluid con-
nection 6 comprises a conduit 7 which extends from the
inlet 2 to the first storage vessel 4. Optionally, the fluid
connection 6 includes a pressure regulating unit 8 and a
filter 10. If the tap water pre-pressure is high enough, the
pressure-regulating unit is not required. An inlet of the
pressure-regulating unit 8 is connected with the tap water
inlet 2. Further, an outlet of the pressure-regulating unit
8 is connected with an inlet of the filter 10. The pressure-
regulating unit 8 is for instance provided with a pressure
switch 8a, a pump 8b and an expansion vessel 8c. When
the pressure switch 8a is turned on, the pump 8b gener-
ates a pressure of 25 Psi (≈ 172 kPa = 172.108 kg/(m.s2)),
when the pressure switch 8a is turned off, it generates a
pressure of 35 Psi (≈ 241 kPa = 241.108 kg/(m.s2)).
[0028] Further, the filter 10 may be connected with an
expansion vessel 12 and a pressure switch 14.
[0029] The filter 10 is arranged for filtering tap water
which flows from the tap water inlet 2 via the fluid con-
nection 6 to the first storage vessel 4. The fluid connection
6 further includes a valve 15 for opening and releasing
the fluid connection 6.
[0030] The apparatus is further provided with a second
storage vessel 16 which, in use, is filled with minerals.
The storage vessel 16 may then, for instance, be filled
with a viscous mineral concentrate or with minerals in
powder (dry) form. The apparatus further comprises a
dosing unit 18 for dispensing, in a dosed manner, min-
erals from the second storage vessel 16 to the first stor-
age vessel 4. The dosing unit 18 may, for instance, be
designed as described in Netherlands patent application
1012395.
[0031] The apparatus is further provided with a cooling
unit 20 for cooling the first storage vessel 4. Therefore,
in this specification, first storing vessel 4 is also indicated
with cold-water vessel. In the first storage vessel 4, a
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temperature sensor 22 is included which measures the
temperature of the mineral water contained in the storage
vessel 4. The measured temperature is transmitted to a
check unit 24. In this specification, the check unit 24 is
also called control unit 24. The control unit 24 controls,
on the basis of the measured temperature, the cooling
unit in order that it regulates the mineral water contained
in the first storage vessel 4 to a predetermined cooled
temperature. In general, this temperature will be lower
than room temperature, for instance 4-16 degrees. To
this end, the cooling unit 20 allows a cooling liquid to flow
via a conduit 26 to a heat exchanger 28 which heat ex-
changer is connected with the first storage vessel 4. The
cooling liquid flows through the heat exchanger 28 for
cooling the mineral water contained in the first storage
vessel 4. The cooling liquid is then returned via a conduit
30 to the cooling unit 20. The apparatus is further pro-
vided with a ventilator 32 or a static cooler such as, for
instance, a peltier element for cooling the cooling liquid
in the conduit 30 and for cooling the cooling unit 20. In
particular, the second storage vessel 16 can also be
cooled by means of the cooling unit 20 or by means of
another cooling unit (not shown).
[0032] The apparatus is further provided with a third
storage vessel 23 which, in use, is also filled with mineral
water. The apparatus is provided with a manually oper-
able first outlet 36 which is connected with the first stor-
age vessel 4 via a conduit 38. The conduit 38 includes a
pump 40 and a filter 42, in particular a membrane filter
for removing viruses or bacteria. The apparatus is further
provided with a first recirculation system 44 for discharg-
ing mineral water from the third storage vessel and for,
then, supplying discharged mineral water to the third stor-
age vessel again. To this end, the recirculation system
44 comprises a conduit system 46 of which an inlet 48
is situated at a bottom of the third storage vessel 34 and
of which a recirculation outlet 50 is situated near an upper
side of the third storage vessel 34. The conduit 38 is
connected, downstream of the membrane filter 42, with
the conduit system 46 by means of a conduit 52 and a
conduit 54 via a valve 56. When the outlet 36 is closed
and the valve 56 is open, the conduits 38, 52, 54 and a
part of the conduit system 46 thus form a second fluid
connection between the first storage vessel and the third
storage vessel for conveying mineral water from the first
storage vessel to the third storage vesseL It therefore
holds that the second fluid connection extends at least
in part through at least a part of the first recirculation
system. This mineral water is then pumped by the pump
40 from the first storage vessel 4 to the recirculation sys-
tem 44. The conduit system 46 of the recirculation system
includes a pump 58 which then pumps the mineral water
further so that this is pumped via the recirculation outlet
50 into the third storage vessel 34. The third storage ves-
sel 34 is further also provided with a float 60 which en-
ergizes a switch 62 when the level of the mineral water
in the third storage vessel 34 exceeds a predetermined
value. Preferably, the float can move the switch in a high

position at a high water level, to a middle position at a
desired level of the water and to a low position at a low
level of the water.
[0033] A wall 64 of the storage vessel is of at least
partly transparent design. When the valve 56 is closed
and the pump 58 is in operation, the water will be recir-
culated by way of the recirculation system 44, while this
water squirts from the recirculation outlet 50 against an
inner wall 66 of the wall 64 of the third storage vessel. In
this example, the mineral water squirts from the recircu-
lation outlet 50 against the transparent part of the wall
64 of the third storage vessel 34. As can be seen in Fig.
2, it holds in this example, that the apparatus is further
provided with a housing 65 in which all parts mentioned
are included, with the exception the third storage vessel
34 and the outlet 36. The first storage vessel 4, the sec-
ond storage vessel 16, the pressure regulating-unit 8 and
the filter 10, the filter 42, the pump 58 et cetera are there-
fore included in the housing 65 and are shielded from
vision. In this example it further holds that the third stor-
age vessel 34 (see Fig. 3) is of spherical design on its
upper side, the transparent part of the wall 64 comprising
at least a part of the spherical part. In this example it
holds that the entire storage vessel 34 is of transparent
design and is situated completely outside the housing.
In this example, the conduit 36 forms a third fluid con-
nection between the first storage vessel and the first out-
let 36 for dispensing cooled mineral water from the first
storage vessel. The apparatus is further provided with a
second outlet 68 for dispensing mineral water from the
third storage vessel 34 via a conduit 69 forming a fourth
fluid connection. In this example, the first outlet 36 and
the second outlet 68 are placed near each other, such
that from both outlets, mineral water can be supplied to
a holder such as a beaker or cup without requiring dis-
placement of the holder.
[0034] As shown in Fig. 2, the first and second outlet
36, 38 are placed below the third storage vessel 34 so
that the user obtains the impression that the water flowing
out of the first outlet 36 comes from the third storage
vessel 34.
[0035] The third storage vessel 34 hangs, by means
of a support 70 and an upstanding wall 71, above a plat-
form 72 of the housing 67. The third fluid connection con-
necting the first storage vessel 4 with the first outlet 36
extends through the support 70. Thus, this is invisible to
the user. This likewise applies to the conduits 48 and 52,
that is to say, to the first recirculation system and the
second fluid connection. Furthermore, the third fluid con-
nection and the conduits 46, 52 extend further behind or
through the upstanding wall 71 to the housing 67.
[0036] The apparatus is further provided with a fifth
fluid connection between the third storage vessel 34 and
the first storage vessel 4 for conveying mineral water
from the third storage vessel back to first storage vessel.
In this example, this fifth fluid connection comprises a
conduit 74 of which an inlet 76 is connected with the
recirculation system 44 and of which an outlet 78 dis-
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charges into the first storage vessel, and a part of the
conduit system 46. The conduit 74 further includes a
valve 79. In fact, the conduit 74 forms a sixth fluid con-
nection extending from the first recirculation system 44
to the first storage vessel 4. By opening the valve 79, the
mineral water can be returned from the third storage ves-
sel 34 to the first storage vessel 4. The fifth fluid connec-
tion is therefore also shielded from vision, as described
for the third fluid connection. The apparatus is further
provided with at least a second recirculation system 80
for discharging mineral water from the first storage vessel
and for then returning the discharged mineral water to
the first storage vessel again. In this example, this second
recirculation system is formed by the conduit 38, the con-
duit 52, and a conduit 82 which connects the conduit 52
and the conduit 74 with each other. It therefore holds that
the second fluid connection extends through at least a
part of the second recirculation system. The conduit 82
includes a valve 84. When the valve 84 is open, the water
is recirculated via the conduits mentioned, that is to say,
by means of the conduit 38, it flows out of the first storage
vessel 4, and is supplied to the first storage vessel again
via the conduits 52, 82 and 74. The recirculation system
80 comprises the filter 42 to prevent microbial and/or
growth of algae (lower plants) in the mineral water sup-
plies. Microbial is then protozoa, bacteria or viruses.
[0037] Here, filter 42 is in the recirculation system 80,
but could also be present in the recirculation system 44
or parallel to conduit 46, a part being filtered continuously.
This results in different methods for cleaning the water.
Either periodically over recirculation system 80 or con-
tinuously over recirculation system 44.
[0038] The first storage vessel 4 is further provided
with an overflow 86 for discharging mineral water from
the first vessel when the level of the mineral water in the
first storage vessel exceeds a first predetermined value.
Furthermore, the third storage vessel is provided with an
overflow 88 for , discharging mineral water from the third
storage vessel when the level of the mineral water in the
third storage vessel exceeds a second predetermined
value. The second overflow discharges into the platform
72. The platform 72 is connected with a discharge chan-
nel 90 for discharging (for instance spilt) mineral water
from the platform. Also, in this manner, mineral water
flowing out of the third storage vessel 34 because the
mineral water level exceeds the second predetermined
value, is discharged via the platform 72 via the conduit 90.
[0039] The control device 24 controls each the valves
and pumps mentioned and the cooling unit 20.
[0040] In this example, it therefore holds that each fluid
connection that extends from the housing 67 to the third
storage vessel 34 or the first outlet 36 is shielded from
vision and that the first storage vessel, the second stor-
age vessel, the cooling unit and the dosing unit are shield-
ed from vision.
[0041] The hitherto described apparatus operates as
follows. Tap water is supplied to the filter via the optional
pressure unit 8. The filter 10 is, for instance, arranged

for filtering from the tap water sediment, dirt, rust, odor-
ants and flavourings, minerals and/or salts and/or micro-
organisms. This filter may also comprise a reversed os-
mosis membrane, an ion exchanger and/or a distillation
device. This filter may likewise comprise a carbon filter.
As a result, organic and inorganic ingredients or compo-
nents are removed.
[0042] The thus filtered water is supplied via the first
fluid connection 6 to the first storage vessel 4 when the
valve 15 is open. As a result, the water level in the first
storage vessel will rise. The storage vessel is further pro-
vided with a float 94 with a switch that indicates when a
desired level in the first storage vessel 4 has been
reached. The switches communicate with the control unit
24 which, subsequently or simultaneously in the proper
ratio closes the valve 15 and switches the pump 8b off.
Then, the control device 24 controls the dosing device
18 for adding minerals to the filtered water. Thus, mineral
water is formed in the vessel 4. To properly mix the min-
erals with the mineral water, the control device 24 en-
sures that the mineral water is recirculated in the first
storage vessel 4 via the second recirculation system 80.
To this end, the valves 56 and 79 will be closed and the
valve 84 is open. Furthermore, the pump 40 will be in
operation. Naturally, the mixing of the water with the min-
erals can also be carried out by means of a stirrer included
in the first storage vessel 4. A static mixer may also be
used. It is also conceivable that no recirculation or stirring
takes place. The control unit 24 can further ensure that
the third storage vessel 34 is filled with mineral water
from the first storage vessel. To this end, the valves 78
and 84 are closed, and the valve 56 is opened. Thus,
mineral water from the first storage vessel 4 is supplied
to the recirculation system 44. This mineral water is then
squirted by the pump 58 into the third storage vessel 34.
When the float 60 indicates that the storage vessel is
filled until the desired predetermined value, the float 60
operates the switch 62 which communicates with the con-
trol unit 24. The control unit 24 then stops the supply of
mineral water from the first storage end to that third stor-
age vessel. If the third storage vessel is much larger than
the first storage vessel, the first storage vessel may, when
the first storage vessel is empty, be filled with mineral
water that is prepared on the basis of tap water and the
minerals stored in the second storage vessel, discussed
above. With this, the third storage vessel 34 can be filled
further from the first storage vessel 4. If desired, this proc-
ess can be repeated a number of times until the third
storage vessel 34 is filled.
[0043] When the third storage vessel 34 is filled, the
control unit 24 ensures that the recirculation device 44
is active. As a result, via conduit 46, mineral water is
pumped out of the third storage vessel and then pumped
back via the recirculation outlet 50. Here, the water
squirts against the inner wall 66 of the third storage ves-
sel. In this example, the mineral water squirts from the
recirculation outlet 50 vertically upwards against a spher-
ical upper side 93 of the third storage vessel 34 (see Fig.
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3). Fig. 3 shows that the whole third storage vessel 34 is
of transparent design. The vertical mineral water jet from
the recirculation outlet 50 is denoted by reference nu-
meral 95. Periodically, the second recirculation device
80 is put into operation. The cold water contained in the
conduits 38, pump 40 and filter 42 will gradually warm
up. To keep the water in the conduit 38 cool, valve 84 is
periodically opened while valves 56 and 87 remain closed
so that the warmed-up water contained in the conduit 38
is returned to vessel 4 and replaced by cold water from
vessel 4. Simultaneously, also, the water is filtered over
filter 42 to remove undesirable constituents from the wa-
ter such as algae, microbes or flavourings or colorants.
The filter may therefore be provided with a microfilter
such as a capillary membrane or a ceramic filter or a
carbon filter. A combination of a micro filter and a carbon
filter is possible too. To prevent, for instance, growth of
bacteria, energy loss and/or formation of condensation,
this filter or combination of filters can also be included in
the first storage vessel since this vessel is cooled.
[0044] When a user opens the first outlet 36, a cup
placed on the platform 72 is filled with cooled mineral
water coming from the first storage vessel. As a result,
the level of the water in the first storage vessel will sink,
which is detected by means of the float 94 after which
the first storage vessel can be refilled with tap water and
minerals as described hereinbefore. The user, for that
matter, obtains the impression that he taps water coming
from the third storage vessel 34.
[0045] If however, a user wishes to consume uncooled
mineral water, he can open the second outlet 68 for sup-
plying uncooled mineral water from the third storage ves-
sel to a holder situated on the platform 72. By means of
the switch 62 it is detected that the storage vessel is not
completely filled until the predetermined first leveL The
control unit 24 can then ensure that the third storage ves-
sel is refilled from the first storage vessel. However, it is
also possible that the third storage vessel is refilled only
if the mineral water level has sunk to below a predeter-
mined second level which is lower than the first level. To
this end, the third storage vessel can be provided with a
second float/switch combination. The water level is then
always situated between the first and second predeter-
mined level. Accordingly, also the first storage vessel can
be provided with a second float/switch combination so
that the water level in the first storage vessel is also re-
filled until a third predetermined level when this level sinks
to a fourth predetermined level which is lower than the
third predetermined level. Periodically, the contents of
vessel 34 can be cooled and cleaned by recirculating a
portion of the contents of vessel 34 via valve 78 to vessel
4. Via the recirculation system 80, conduit 54 and conduit
58, cold water from vessel 4 is then returned via filter 42
to vessel 34. This has the advantage that, periodically,
the water in vessel 34 is cleaned from microbial contam-
inations or algae that may be present.
[0046] When it is desired to empty the third storage
vessel 34, the valve 79 can be opened. Then, the mineral

water flows from the third storage vessel to the first stor-
age vessel. Optionally, an excess of mineral water may
be discharged from the first storage vessel via the over-
flow 86.
[0047] In this example, the apparatus is further provid-
ed with a wastewater tank 100 in which mineral water
that flows out of the first storage vessel via the overflow
86 is collected.
[0048] Further, water flowing away from the platform
72 via duct 90 is collected in this storage tank 100. The
storage tank is further provided with a dirt filter 102 and
an overflow 104 for discharging waste water when the
level of the wastewater in the storage tank 100 exceeds
a predetermined value. Furthermore, the waste tank 100
includes a float 106 which operates a switch 107. The
switch 107 energizes a pump 108 for discharging waste-
water from the tank 100 when the float rises above a
predetermined value. This wastewater is supplied under
pressure to a conduit 110 which discharges, for instance,
in the sewer. The conduit 110 likewise communicates via
a conduit piece 112 with the filter 10 for discharging waste
materials from the filter 10 to the sewer.
[0049] Fig. 4 schematically shows a second possible
embodiment of an apparatus according to the invention.
In Figs. 1 and 4, parts corresponding with each other are
provided with the same reference numerals.
[0050] In the second embodiment, it holds that the first
fluid connection 6 is provided with a conduit 140 which
extends from the inlet 2 to the first recirculation system
44 and a conduit 74 which extends from the first recircu-
lation system 44 to first storage vessel 4. The first fluid
connection then also comprises a part of the first recir-
culation system 44 (situated between the points of con-
nection of the conduit 140 with the first recirculation sys-
tem 44 and the conduit 74 with the first recirculation sys-
tem 44).
[0051] When starting up the apparatus, the tap water
flows via the conduit 140, a part of the first recirculation
system 44 and a conduit 74 when a valve 120 is opened,
from the tap water inlet 2 to the first storage vessel 4 and,
optionally, to the third storage vessel 34. This means that
the first fluid connection then extends from the inlet 2 to
the first storage vessel 4.
Therefore, the first fluid connection included between the
tap water inlet 2 and the first storage vessel 4 is, in this
case, formed by the conduit 140, a part of a conduit 141
of the first recirculation system 44, the conduit 74 and
the outlet 78. Arranged in the conduit 140 is a filter 10 in
a downstream position of the tap water inlet 2. Preferably,
this filter comprises a reverse osmosis (RO) filter. Fur-
thermore, a non-return valve 129 is included between
the tap water inlet 2 and the RO-filter 10. Arranged be-
tween the tap water inlet 2 and the non-return valve 129
is the tap 2a. Preferably, a dirt water filter 10a is included
between the RO filter 10 and the return valve 129. The
conduit 141 connects to conduit 74 which discharges by
means of an outlet 78 in the first storage vessel 4. The
conduit 140 further includes a flow meter or volume meter
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121. The conduit 74 comprises a tap or valve 120. The
first storage vessel 4 contains a float with a switch 126.
The float 126 with the switch is provided with three posi-
tions, that is to say: a lower position at a low level of the
water in the first storage vessel 4; a higher position at a
high level of the water in the first storage vessel 4; and
a middle position which applies when the water assumes
a level between the highest and lowest level.
[0052] The switch 126 communicates with the control
unit 24. When the switch 126 assumes the lowest posi-
tion, the control unit 24 ensures that the valve 120 is
open. This takes place when starting up the apparatus
when the apparatus is filled with the tap water. The tap
water is, in that case, supplied via the first fluid connection
to the first storage vessel 4, at least until the switch 126
assumes a position located between the lower and higher
position.
[0053] In this embodiment, the flow or volume meter
121 communicates with the control unit 24. On the basis
of a predetermined amount of water measured by the
meter 21, the control unit ensures that the dosing unit 18
dispenses minerals from the second storage vessel 16
to the first storage vessel 4. This embodiment, too, is
provided with a cooling unit 20 for cooling the first storage
vessel 4. Furthermore, this embodiment, too, is provided
with a third storage vessel which, in use, is filled with
mineral water. The apparatus is further provided with a
second recirculation system 80 for discharging mineral
water from the first storage vessel 4 and for then supply-
ing the discharged mineral water to the first storage ves-
sel 4 again.
[0054] This apparatus is further provided with a second
fluid connection between the first storage vessel 4 and
the third storage vessel 34 for conveying the mineral wa-
ter from the first storage vessel 4 to the second storage
vessel 34. The second fluid connection comprises the
conduit 38, a part of the conduit 54 and a part of the
conduit 141. In this embodiment, the second fluid con-
nection is therefore formed by a part of the second recir-
culation system 80, a part of the first recirculation system
44 and the recirculation outlet 50. The second fluid con-
nection therefore extends at least partly through at least
a part of the first recirculation system. The second recir-
culation system 80 includes the conduit 38 which is con-
nected with the first storage vessel 4. The conduit 38
further includes a pump 40 and a filter 42. From the con-
duit 38, via a valve 122,* water can arrive in the first re-
circulation system 44 from where . , the mineral water
can flow to the recirculation outlet 50 to thus arrive in the
third storage vessel 34. In other words, the second recir-
culation system comprises the conduit 38, a part of the
conduit 141, the conduit 54 and the conduit 74. The sec-
ond recirculation system 80 therefore comprises a part
of the first recirculation system 44. It therefore also holds
that the second fluid connection extends through at least
a part of the second recirculation system. The apparatus
also comprises an outlet for dispensing mineral water
from a third storage vessel 34 and/or the first storage

vessel 4.
[0055] In the embodiment shown in Fig. 4, outlet 36
forms the outlet for dispensing mineral water from the
first storage vessel, and outlet 68 forms the outlet for
dispensing mineral water from the third storage vessel
34. The first recirculation system 44 is also suitable for
discharging mineral water from the third storage vessel
34 and for adding, via conduit 74 when a valve 120 is
open, the discharged mineral water to the third storage
vessel 34 again. Thus, a fifth fluid connection is present,
formed by the conduit 54, the conduit 141, the conduit
74 and the outlet 78, which extends from the third storage
vessel to the first storage vessel. In fact, the conduit 74
forms a sixth fluid connection extending from the first
recirculation system 44 to the first storage vessel 4.
[0056] The apparatus is, in this embodiment too, pro-
vided with a third fluid connection between the first stor-
age vessel 4 and a first outlet 36 of the at least one outlet
for dispensing cooled mineral water form the first storage
vessel 4. The third fluid connection is formed by conduit
38 in which, in this case, pump 40 and filter 42 are in-
cluded. Outlet 68 is connected, via a fourth fluid connec-
tion, with the third storage vessel 34 for dispensing min-
eral water from the third storage vessel 34. The fourth
fluid connection is formed by conduit 69. The apparatus
is, as stated, also provided with a fifth fluid connection
between the third storage vessel 34 and the first storage
vessel 4 for conveying mineral water from the third stor-
age vessel 34 back to the first storage vessel 4. The fifth
fluid connection is, in this case, formed by conduit 54,
conduit 141, conduit 74 and outlet 78. In this case, too,
the second recirculation system 80 can be used to dis-
charge mineral water from the first storage vessel 4 and
to subsequently supply the discharged mineral water to
the first storage vessel 4 again. In fact, from the second
recirculation system 80 the water can flow via valve 122
into the first recirculation system. In other words, as al-
ready stated, the first recirculation system is connected
with the second recirculation system. Via conduit 74 and
outlet 78, the water can arrive in the first storage vessel
4 again. The embodiment of the apparatus shown in Fig.
4 can be provided with a conduit 150 and a valve 152
included therein which extends between the third storage
vessel 34 and the first storage vessel 4 or, in the example
shown, extends from the third storage vessel 34 to the
conduit 74 between the valve 120 and the first storage
vessel 4. Via conduit 150 and via conduit 74, it is possible
to allow tap water to flow from the inlet 2 to the first storage
vessel 4. This can take place, for instance, when starting
up the apparatus. When using conduit 74 when the valve
120 is open, the tap water flows from the inlet 2 via conduit
140 to second recirculation system 80 to subsequently
arrive via pump 58 and conduit 141 through the then
opened valve 120 in conduit 74. When using conduit 150,
the tap water then flows from the inlet 2 via conduit 140
to the first recirculation system 82 and subsequently ar-
rives via pump 58, conduit 141 and recirculation outlet
50 in the third storage vessel 34. From the third storage
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vessel 34 the tap water flows via conduit 150 with the
valve 152 then open therein into the conduit 74 and sub-
sequently arrives in the first storage vessel. Functionally,
in such a situation, the conduit 150 and 74 also form part
of the first fluid connection which in fact extends from the
inlet 2 to the first storage vessel 4. This situation can also
occur when, during use, the level of the water in the first
storage vessel 4 is very low as a result of, for instance,
excessive use of the apparatus, repair, cleaning etc. In
normal use, it is possible that tap water arrives via con-
duits 74 and/or 150 in the first storage vessel although
the tap water will then be mixed with, for instance, mineral
water flowing in the first recirculation system 44.
[0057] The conduits 74 and 115 are also useful for sup-
ply of mineral water to the first storage vessel, for instance
in a situation in which no tap water is supplied to the
apparatus via the inlet 2 and the position of the float 126
in the first storage vessel indicates that water must be
added to the first storage vessel. In this case, the valve
152 of the conduit 150 too will be controlled by means of
the control unit 24 on the basis of the position of the float
125.
[0058] As stated before, it is of course possible that
conduit 140 does not discharge in conduit 74 but dis-
charges directly in the first storage vessel 4. Conduit 150
may functionally form part of the second recirculation sys-
tem, which second recirculation system is therefore con-
nected with the first recirculation system. The other char-
acteristics of the embodiment shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3
will also apply for the embodiment shown in Fig. 4.
[0059] The embodiment shown in Fig. 4, after starting
up, operates as follows. When mineral water is taken
from the apparatus for instance by allowing an amount
of mineral water to flow from outlet 68, the float 125 pro-
vided with a switch will detect this taking. This switch 125
also communicates with the control unit 24 which opens
the tap 2a on the basis of this detection. The tap water
flows, via non-return valve 129 through the dirt filter 10a
to the RO-filter 10. The wastewater from the RO-filter is
discharged via conduit 112 and conduit 110. The filtered
water arrives via conduit 140 in the first recirculation sys-
tem 44. It holds that via the conduit 140 tap water is sup-
plied to the first recirculation system, which is then filled
with mineral water. This means that the first fluid connec-
tion, in this embodiment, also extends from the outlet 2
to at least the first circulation system. When it is detected
that mineral water has been taken from the third storage
vessel 34, the filtered water will, in the first instance, arrive
in the third storage vessel 34 via a recirculation outlet 58.
Pump 58 provides the required pressure. When the
switch 125 in the third storage vessel 34 has reached a
desired level the tap 2a is closed again.
[0060] After a predetermined amount of water has op-
tionally been measured continuously by the flow or vol-
ume meter 121, the control unit 24 ensures that the valve
or tap 122 opens. The mineral water coming from the
first storage vessel 4 is then admixed to the water flowing
through the first recirculation system 44. A part of the

water which flows through the first recirculation system
can flow to the first storage vessel by opening the valve
120. By opening the valve 152, too, water can flow from
the third storage vessel to the first storage vessel. Thus,
via the first and second circulation circuits, the water can
be properly mixed so that the concentration of the mineral
signal water becomes equal the same everywhere. If this
concentration is too low, minerals can be supplied from
the second storage vessel 16 to the respective water by
means of the dosing unit 18. After mixing, the concen-
tration of all the water will rise to the desired level.
[0061] It will be clear that the supply of minerals to the
first storage vessel is also understood to mean the supply
of minerals to other points in the apparatus from which
the water can flow to the first storage vessel 4. Here,
adding minerals to for instance the first fluid connection,
the first recirculation system 44, the second recirculation
system 80 or the third storage vessel 34 can be involved.
[0062] Preferably, all fluid connections with the third
storage vessel extend from the housing 65 through the
support 70. As a result, all fluid connections are invisible
to a user.
[0063] The cooling of the mineral water in the first stor-
age vessel 4 can, for instance, be regulated on the basis
of the position of the float 126 and/or a temperature meas-
urement of that water. Such regulations are adjustable
by those skilled in the art in a simple manner.
[0064] The circulation of the water in the first recircu-
lation system 44 can take place on the basis of the po-
sition of the float 125 in the third storage vessel 34. Thus,
for instance, the pump 58 can be put into operation when
the float 125 has reached the lower position. These reg-
ulations, too, are adjustable by those skilled in the art in
a simple manner
[0065] The invention may be arranged such that when
an amount of water predetermined by the meter 121 is
not measured per prolonged time unit of, for instance, a
day, the water from the water tank 100 is pumped away
and fresh tap water is supplied to the water processing
means from the tap water inlet 2. In the embodiment
shown in Fig. 4, too, it holds that each fluid connection
extending from the housing to the third storage vessel or
the first outlet is shielded from vision, and it holds that
the first storage vessel, the second storage vessel, the
cooling unit, and the dosing unit are shielded from vision.
A user will therefore always have the impression that
water is taken from the third storage vessel, even though
water is taken from the first storage vessel.
[0066] A water supply apparatus of an assembly ac-
cording to the invention is not limited in any manner to
the embodiment outlined hereinabove. Thus, the first,
second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth fluid connections may
also be formed by other systems of conduits. Also, one
of the outlets 36 or 38 may be omitted so that only cooled
or only uncooled water can be taken. Moreover, both
outlets may be combined to one outlet. For cooling, each
known per se cooler can be used. In the embodiment of
Fig. 1, the first recirculation system and the second re-
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circulation system may be connected with each other by
opening the valve 79. If the first and the second recircu-
lation system are in use, all the water in the apparatus
can thus be properly mixed so that a homogeneous con-
centration can be obtained. The water in the third storage
vessel can then also be cooled by water coming from the
first storage vessel. This also applies to the embodiment
of Fig. 4 when the valve 120 and/or the valve 152 is open.
The apparatus will then further be provided with one or
two valves for optionally supplying mineral water from
the first storage vessel 4 or from the second storage ves-
sel 34 to the respective one outlet. This choice may, for
instance, be made by a consumer by means of an elec-
tronic switch, after which, by opening the one outlet, min-
eral water is dispensed from the first or the third storage
vessel. The apparatus may further be provided with, for
instance, an opto-coupler 110, with which it can be de-
tected whether there is a second storage vessel 16 which
is coupled with the dosing device 18. The second storage
vessel 16 may, for instance, be of interchangeable de-
sign. The second storage vessel 16, however, need not
often be interchanged because it can be provided with
sufficient minerals for preparing hundreds of liters of min-
eral water. The apparatus may further be provided with
conductivity meters, for instance in vessel 4, to control
the quality of the cold water system or after filter 10 to
control the operation of the filtering device. Thus, the filter
42 may also be included in the conduit 46, that is to say
in the first recirculation system. Also, besides the filter
42 in the conduit 38, a filter may also be included in the
first recirculation system. In that case, the first and the
second recirculation system each comprise a filter.
These filters may be of the type as mentioned in the
present application, but also other known per se filters
suitable for filtering water are useful. These filters may
each be provided with, for instance, a microfilter, such
as a capillary membrane, a ceramic filter, a carbon filter,
etc. for, for instance, removing undesirable constituents
from water, such as algae, microbes, odorants, flavor-
ings, and the like. Also a combination of a micro filter and
a carbon filter is possible, and to prevent bacterial growth,
energy loss and/or condensation, this combination may
for instance be placed in the first storage vessel 4. The
fact is that storage vessel 4 is cooled. The apparatus may
also be used to prepare fruit juice which may be realized
by mixing the mineral water and a concentrate of fruit
juice. It is possible that the concentrate is put into a beaker
separately before the mineral water is added. It is also
conceivable that near the first outlet and the second outlet
a provision is made for dissolving in the mineral water a
fruit juice concentrate or separately dispensing a fruit
juice concentrate. The apparatus is, in use, preferably
washed so often by activation of the pumps that the
growth of microorganisms is practically completely avoid-
ed.
[0067] Also, if desired, the second recirculation system
may be omitted. In that case, it is also possible that no
stirrer needs to be used in the first storage vessel when

minerals are used that rapidly and easily dissolve in wa-
ter. ’
[0068] With apparatus as discussed hereinabove,
many parts can be understood to be water-processing
parts. Parts which, in the water supply apparatus, directly
contact the water which is suitable for consumption or is
made suitable for consumption, can be understood to be
water processing means. The second storage vessel 16,
which is, for instance, filled with a viscous mineral con-
centrate or with minerals in (dry) powder form, and the
dosing unit 18 cannot be counted as water processing
means in the above-described examples. The control unit
24 controls, in particular, valves and pumps and hence
the flow of water in the water supply apparatus. To that
end, the control unit 24 is provided with a water-process-
ing program for carrying out the operation of the appa-
ratus as, for instance, described hereinabove.
[0069] Fig. 5 schematically shows an example of a
cleaning system RS which is suitable for cleaning a water
supply apparatus provided with a tap water inlet and a
mineral dosing unit with the aid of which, on the basis of
on tap water, mineral water can be generated. Such a
water supply apparatus is also provided with water
processing means and a control unit. This control unit is
designed for controlling, according to a predetermined
water supply program, at least a part of the water
processing means for the purpose of presenting mineral
water. Examples of such a water supply apparatus are
described hereinabove. In Fig. 5, with reference numeral
1, a further part of such a water supply apparatus is
shown. In Fig. 5, the cleaning system is referred to with
reference RS. The cleaning system is provided with a
cleaning agent vessel H from which, in use, cleaning
agent can be supplied to the water supply apparatus.
The cleaning system is further provided with a cleaning
system control unit BE arranged to control at least a part
of the water processing means according to a predeter-
mined cleaning program, for the purpose of cleaning at
least a part of the water processing means. The cleaning
system control unit BE shown in Fig. 5 can be connected
with the control unit 24 of the water supply apparatus. In
this example, the control unit BE is provided with an elec-
tric connection comprising a communication plug G that
can be connected with a connecting port (not shown) of
the control unit 24 of the water supply apparatus 1. It is
also possible that the cleaning system control unit BE is
integrally connected with the control unit 24 of such a
water supply apparatus. This will be the case, in partic-
ular, in a situation in which the cleaning system and the
water supply apparatus are integrally connected with
each other, that is to say, the cleaning system can be
integrated in the water supply apparatus.
[0070] The cleaning system RS is also provided with
a water inlet WI for taking in water.
[0071] Preferably, as shown, the water inlet WI can be
connected, or has been connected, with the water supply
apparatus 1 such that in use, water can flow from the
water supply apparatus into the water inlet WI. This offers
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the advantage that the water inlet need not be connected,
separately and directly, with a supply source of the tap
water. In the embodiment shown of the cleaning system
RS, the water inlet WI is connected with the water supply
apparatus 1 downstream of the tap water inlet, or mains
water inlet 2. In this example, the water inlet WI of the
cleaning system is connected with a coupling piece A.
The coupling piece A is included in a conduit between a
non-return valve 129 and a position D in the conduit. With
normal use of the water supply apparatus, so-called re-
serve osmosis (RO) filters are present at the position D.
The coupling piece A is situated at a position where, with
normal use of the water supply apparatus, a dirt filter 10a
is included. As will be explained further, during cleaning
of the water supply apparatus, a dummy RO-filter can be
situated at position D. The real RO-filters can also be
cleaned in the cleaning system during cleaning of the
water supply apparatus.
[0072] The cleaning system RS is further provided with
at least one cleaning agent outlet RMU which can be
connected, or has been connected, with the water supply
apparatus for supplying, during use, cleaning water to
the water supply apparatus for the purpose of cleaning
at least a part of the water processing means. The clean-
ing agent outlet can also comprise a hose that can be
connected with the coupling piece A. The coupling piece
A is designed such that when the water inlet WI and the
cleaning water outlet RWU are connected with the cou-
pling piece A, tap water coming from the non-return valve
129 will flow into the water inlet instead of proceeding to
flow to position D of the water supply apparatus. The
cleaning agent flowing into the coupling piece A via clean-
ing agent outlet RMU will flow in the direction of position
D of the water supply apparatus. In this case, upstream
of the water processing means, the cleaning agent outlet
RMU of the cleaning system RS is connected with the
water supply apparatus 1. In this case, the tap water inlet
2 and tap 2a and non-return valve 129 are not counted
among the water processing means.
[0073] The water supply apparatus 1 is provided with
an outflow from which the water supply apparatus can
empty. The cleaning system RS is provided with an out-
flow inlet UI for taking in liquid which flows, in use, out of
the outflow. Preferably, the outflow is situated at a lowest
position of all positions where water can be contained in
the water supply apparatus. This may, for instance, be
at the bottom of the first storage vessel 4. A tap may be
included in the outflow which is controlled by the cleaning
system control unit BE. The water supply apparatus is
further provided with a water outlet conduit WUL for al-
lowing water to flow towards a discharge conduit 110 for
the discharge of water. The cleaning system RS is further
provided with a dispensed-water outlet conduit AWU
which can be connected with the water outlet conduit
WUL of the water supply apparatus 1 for discharging,
during use, water dispensed by the water supply appa-
ratus 1 which is withdrawn by the cleaning system from
the water supply apparatus. In this case too, a connecting

hose can be involved which is connected from the clean-
ing system with the water supply apparatus at position
B. Optionally, a non-return valve B1 can be included be-
tween position B and the water outlet conduit WUL.
[0074] The water supply apparatus 1 can further be
provided with a circulation system for circulating water
as discussed in the description of an example of the water
supply apparatus.
[0075] The cleaning system is further provided with a
water purification device WZI and a purified-water outlet
GWU for purifying water or allowing pure water to flow
from the cleaning system, respectively. The purified wa-
ter outlet GWU can be connected, or has been connect-
ed, with the water dispensing outlets 36, 38 of the water
processing means. It is noted that the cleaning system
can also comprise an auxiliary part (not shown) for keep-
ing the water dispensing outlet 36, 38 open when the
dispensed-water inlet AWI ahs been connected with this
water dispense outlet 36, 38.
[0076] In the example 3 shown, the water purification
device comprises RO-filter I. In such RO-filters, water
flows that is to be purified. From such RO-filters, two wa-
ter flows exit, i.e. pure water and wastewater. Further-
more, the water purification device is connected with the
dispensed-water outlet AWU for discharge of wastewater
from the water purification apparatus. Furthermore, the
water purification apparatus is connected with the water
inlet WI for supply of water to the water purification ap-
paratus. The water purification apparatus WZI can, for
that matter, also be connected with the cleaning agent
outlet, optionally via the cleaning agent vessel H for dis-
charging, optionally in an initial phase of the cleaning
process, purified water together with the cleaning agent.
[0077] The cleaning system control unit is also de-
signed for controlling the cleaning system. Preferably,
the cleaning system control unit is provided with a display
and instruction means such as a keyboard for represent-
ing instructions or giving instructions, respectively, such
as, for instance, a start command. Moreover, by means
of the display, error messages that may be detected by
the cleaning system control unit BE can be communicat-
ed to a user.
[0078] The water supply apparatus 1 is further provid-
ed with a first terminal (not shown) for connection with
an electric energy source and with a second terminal (not
shown) with which the cleaning system can be connected
so as to be connected with an electric energy source as
well.
[0079] The cleaning system is provided with at least
one filter holder FH in which at least one filter intended
for the water supply apparatus can be included for, for
instance, cleaning the filter. Reverse osmosis cartridges,
in this example even three of such cartridges, can be
included in the water purification device WZI. These car-
tridges may have been taken from position D of the water
supply apparatus. For the purpose of cleaning the water
supply apparatus, at position D, a so-called dummy RO
filter can be included so that the pressure drop at that
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location is equal to a situation which applies during nor-
mal use of the water supply apparatus. Further parts of
the cleaning system and, optionally, the water supply ap-
paratus will be discussed with the possible operation of
the cleaning system which presently follows for a situa-
tion in which the cleaning system is to be connected with
the water supply apparatus for the purpose of cleaning
the water supply apparatus.
[0080] In the following, parts of the water supply ap-
paratus as well as of the cleaning system are discussed.
In this example, the cleaning system RS is connected
with a water supply apparatus 1 which corresponds to
the example represented in Fig. 4.
[0081] A user of the cleaning system control unit 24
connects the communicating piece G of the cleaning sys-
tem with the control unit 24 of the water supply apparatus
1.
[0082] Dirt filter 10a is removed from the water supply
apparatus 1 and placed in the cleaning system at a po-
sition F. The coupling piece A is placed at the position
where previously, the dirt filter was situated in the water
supply apparatus. The RO-filter 10 is removed from the
water supply apparatus 1 and placed either in the filter
holder FH of the cleaning system or in the water purifi-
cation device WZI. Dispensed-water outlet AWU of the
cleaning system RS is connected with the water outlet
conduit WUL of the water supply apparatus 1 at position
B. The water inlet WI of the cleaning system is connected
with coupling piece A of the water supply apparatus 1.
Cleaning water outlet RWU of the cleaning system RS
is connected with coupling piece A of the water supply
apparatus 1. As discussed hereinabove, no direct flow
of water is possible any longer between a conduit part
located downstream relative to the non-return valve 129
and a conduit part located upstream relative to position
D. The fact is that at the connecting piece A, water will
flow into the water inlet WI and water and/or cleaning
agent will optionally flow from the cleaning water outlet
of the cleaning system RS into the connecting piece A
such that the water or cleaning agent arrive at position
D where, during cleaning, a dummy filter has been
placed. The cleaning system RS is connected with the
outflow inlet UI of the outflow (not shown) of the water
supply apparatus. The purified-water outlet GWU of the
cleaning system RS is connected with the water dispens-
ing outlets 36, 68 of the water supply apparatus. An aux-
iliary part (not shown) is arranged such that the water
dispensing outlets 36 and 68 are open. A new RO-filter
to be placed in the water supply apparatus can be includ-
ed in the filter holder FH instead of the RO-filter removed
from the water supply apparatus 1. A new dirt filter may
also be included at position F in the cleaning system. In
the cleaning agent vessel H a predetermined amount of
cleaning agent is poured. The cleaning agent can com-
prise hydrogen peroxide.
[0083] When a user has carried out the above-men-
tioned steps of the cleaning system RS, the cleaning sys-
tem can carry out the job independently by means of the

cleaning system control unit. The water processing
means will then circulate the water or the cleaning agent
in the water supply apparatus. Pump M aids the process
by pumping until the water level in the storage vessel 4
has reached a relatively low position. Pump N switches
on and remains in operation as long as there is cleaning
agent to be pumped. The cleaning agent flows into the
water supply apparatus 1 and is circulated there - by
means of the pumps 40 and 58 so that the cleaning sys-
tem in the water supply apparatus travels a path which,
normally, is travelled by the water. Preferably, the clean-
ing program is set such that at least virtually each position
that contacts water contacts the cleaning agent as well.
Hence, according to the cleaning program, for instance
tap 134 can be opened for releasing conduit parts to the
cleaning agent. The above-mentioned part of the clean-
ing program in which cleaning agent is circulated in the
water supply apparatus should be followed by a prede-
termined flushing program as part of the cleaning pro-
gram. A transition to the flushing program can be acti-
vated on the basis of, for instance, and amount of water
already pumped, measured by a water meter, and/or on
the basis of time.
[0084] To that end, the cleaning program also provides
in filling the cleaning system RS with tap water. To this
end, pump L switches on. Tap P may open so that this
water flows through the cleaning system RS in an accel-
erated manner, thereby flowing through the filters includ-
ed in the cleaning system. Preferably, the cleaning sys-
tem RS is already filled with tap water while the cleaning
agent is circulated in the water supply apparatus 1. In
this example, after a predetermined period of time, the
cleaning system control unit BE ends the operation of
the pumps 58 and 40. Then, pump M starts pumping as
long as the motor of the pump experiences resistance,
therefore as long as there is liquid to be pumped. The
cleaning agent is thereby pumped from the water supply
apparatus 1. Pump M and the taps O and Q are activated
until the water meter S has measured a predetermined
number of pulses. The number of pulses is geared to the
volume of the cleaning agent vessel H which, in this
phase of the cleaning program, is filled with purified wa-
ter.
[0085] For filling the water supply apparatus 1 with pu-
rified water, the pumps 40 and 58 are activated. Pump L
and the taps O and R are activated until the water meter
S has measured a predetermined number of pulses. The
water supply apparatus is thus filled via the cleaning wa-
ter outlet RWU and the purified water outlet GWU. The
water supply apparatus is filled with pure water while the
water processing means have been set such that the
water supply apparatus is filled with purified water as
quickly as possible. This part of the cleaning program is
set such that each position the cleaning agent has flowed
along will be flushed by purified water. The pump L keeps
pumping and the taps O and R will remain open until the
water level in the third storage vessel has reached the
upper level. This situation is transmitted by float 125 with
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the aid of a signal to the cleaning system control unit BE,
optionally via the control unit 24 of the water supply ap-
paratus. The cleaning system control unit BE then sends
a signal to pump 40 and, optionally also, pump 58 to stop
pumping. Pump M is activated and pumps water from
the water supply apparatus via the outflow inlet UI and
the dispensed-water outlet AWI as long as the pump M
takes up power. When pump M has no more water to
pump, the taps O and R are reopened for a period of time
in which water meter S has measured a predetermined
number of pulses. Pump 40 and, optionally, also pump
58 are activated again. Pump N stops when the motor
no longer takes up power, in other words, when there is
no more water to be pumped. Pump L and the taps O
and R are activated again or opened, respectively, until
the float 125 in the third storage vessel 34 has reached
the upper, predetermined level again. The above-de-
scribed flushing program of the cleaning system is re-
peated for a predetermined number of times. This pre-
determined number of times will be based on experi-
ments indicating that the cleaning agent in the water sup-
ply apparatus has diluted to a concentration of which it
has been established that it is not detrimental to the
health of a user of the water supply apparatus, and of
which it has been established that it has no noticeable
effect on the taste of the water. Finally, after the water
supply apparatus has been filled for a last time, the cool-
ing unit 20 and the dosing unit 18 are activated again.
The water supply apparatus is then prepared for use.
[0086] It will be clear that adjustment of the various
program parts in terms of periods of time during which
particular pumps and particular taps are open, depends
on the volume units and, for instance, the concentration
of the cleaning agent.
[0087] It is possible to use the cleaning agent hydrogen
peroxide. This may be diluted in advance or be diluted
in the cleaning system by admixing water. Here, efforts
can be directed to obtain an optimum concentration with
which the cleaning agent operates effectively in a short
period of time and, with a number of flushing operations
carried out on the basis of the flushing program, can be
diluted relatively rapidly such that the water supply ap-
paratus is prepared for use again.
[0088] The display of the cleaning system control unit
BE indicates the phase of the cleaning program the clean-
ing operation is in. When the cleaning program has ended
and the water supply apparatus has been prepared for
use again, it is optionally indicated that the connections
GWU, UI, WI, RMU and AWU can be taken away and
the water dispensing outlets 36, 68 can be closed again.
Also, the coupling piece A can be replaced by the option-
ally cleaned dirt filter 10a.
[0089] Optionally, the display can also indicate error
messages with suggestions for reasons why the cleaning
program reports an error message. Afterwards, the com-
munication plug G can be uncoupled from the control unit
24.
[0090] Many variants on the cleaning system and/or

the cleaning program are possible. As already stated, it
is possible that the cleaning system and the water supply
apparatus are integrated in each other and, for instance,
are situated in one housing. In this case, it is also possible
that one control unit is involved that can function as con-
trol unit of both the water supply apparatus and the clean-
ing system control unit which is designed for controlling
the cleaning system and the water supply apparatus for
the purpose of cleaning the water supply apparatus. The
control unit may likewise comprise a mechanical control
unit. The outflow can also be arranged at a different, low
position in the water supply apparatus. The embodiment
described is directed to cleaning the water supply appa-
ratus at very high speed. It is also possible that the clean-
ing takes place at a much lower rate, for instance during
the night. In that case, the cleaning program can be de-
signed differently and fewer connections between the
water supply apparatus and the cleaning system could
suffice. It is also possible that the cleaning system and/or
the water supply apparatus be provided with measuring
means for measuring for instance a concentration of
cleaning agent still present in the water and, for instance,
a concentration of bacteria still present. On the basis of
these data the cleaning system control unit may adjust
the cleaning program. Such embodiments are each un-
derstood to fall within the framework of the invention.

Claims

1. An assembly of a water supply apparatus (1) and a
cleaning system (RS) for cleaning the water supply
apparatus, the water supply apparatus being provid-
ed with: a tap water inlet (2); a mineral dosing unit
(18) with the aid of which, on the basis of tap water,
mineral water can be generated; and water process-
ing means (38,40,44,46,50,52,54,56,58,74,76,78,
79,80,82,84,120,121, 122,150,152), the cleaning
system (RS) being provided with at least one clean-
ing agent vessel (H) from which, in use, cleaning
agent can be supplied, directly or indirectly, to the
water supply apparatus (1), characterized in that
the water processing means of the water supply ap-
paratus comprise at least a recirculation circuit
(44,80) for ensuring that the water is in motion reg-
ularly, and that the assembly is provided with at least
one control unit (24,BE) designed for controlling at
least a part of the water processing means according
to a predetermined cleaning program for the purpose
of cleaning at least the recirculation circuit (44,80).

2. An assembly according to claim 1, characterized
in that the assembly comprises a control unit (24)
likewise designed for controlling at least a part of the
water processing means for the purpose of present-
ing mineral water.

3. An assembly according to claim 1, characterized
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in that the assembly comprises two control units
(24,BE), a first (BE) of the two control units, a clean-
ing control unit, being designed for controlling at least
a part of the water processing means according to
a predetermined cleaning program for the purpose
of cleaning at least the recirculation circuit (44,80),
a second (24) of the two control units being designed
for controlling at least a part of the water processing
means for the purpose of presenting mineral water.

4. An assembly according to claim 3, characterized
in that the second control unit (24) and the cleaning
system control unit (BE) can be connected with each
other.

5. An assembly according to claim 3, characterized
in that the second control unit (24) and the cleaning
system control unit (BE) are integrally connected
with each other.

6. An assembly according to claim 3,4 or 5, character-
ized in that the cleaning system (RS) is also provid-
ed with a water inlet (WI) for taking in water.

7. An assembly according to claim 6, characterized
in that the water inlet (WI) can be connected, or has
been connected, with the water supply apparatus (1)
such that, in use, water can flow from the water sup-
ply apparatus into the water inlet.

8. An assembly according to claim 6 or 7, character-
ized in that downstream of the tap water inlet (2),
the water inlet (WI) of the cleaning system (RS) can
be connected or has been connected with the water
supply apparatus.

9. An assembly according to any one of claims 1-8,
characterized in that the cleaning system (RS) is
provided with at least one cleaning agent outlet
(RMU) which can be connected, or has been con-
nected, with the water supply apparatus for supply-
ing, in use, cleaning agent to the water supply ap-
paratus.

10. An assembly according to claim 9, characterized
in that upstream of the water processing means, the
cleaning agent outlet (RMU) of the cleaning system
can be connected, or has been connected, with the
water supply apparatus (I).

11. An assembly according to any one of claims 1-10,
characterized in that the cleaning system control
unit (BE) is also designed for controlling the cleaning
system (RS).

12. An assembly according to any one of claims 1-11,
characterized in that the water supply apparatus
(1) is provided with a first terminal for connection with

an electric energy source and with a second terminal
with which the cleaning system (RS) can be connect-
ed so as to be connected with the electric power
source as well.

13. An assembly according to any one of claims 1-12,
characterized in that the cleaning system (RS) is
further provided with at least one filter holder (FH) in
which at least one filter intended for the water supply
apparatus can be included for, for instance, cleaning
the filter.

14. An assembly according to any one of claims 1-13,
characterized in that the cleaning system (RS) is
provided with a water purification device (WZI) and
a purified-water outlet (GWU) for purifying water or
discharging purified water, respectively.

15. An assembly according to claim 14, characterized
in that the water supply apparatus (1) is provided
with a water dispensing outlet (36,68) while the pu-
rified-water outlet (GWU) of the cleaning system can
be connected with the water dispensing outlet for
filling the water supply apparatus with water purified
by the cleaning system.

16. An assembly according to any one of claims 1-15,
characterized in that the water supply apparatus
(1) is provided with a water outlet conduit (WUL) for
allowing water to flow to a discharge and the cleaning
system (RS) is provided with a dispensed-water out-
let conduit (AWU) which can be connected with the
water outlet conduit of the water supply apparatus
for discharging, in use, water dispensed by the water
supply apparatus:

17. An assembly according to any one of claims 1-16,
characterized in that the water supply apparatus
(1) is provided with an outflow from which the water
supply apparatus can empty, the cleaning system
(RS) being further provided with an outflow inlet (UI)
for taking in a liquid which, in use, flows out of the
outflow.

18. A method for cleaning the water supply apparatus
(1) of an assembly of a water supply apparatus and
a cleaning system (RS) comprising a cleaning agent
vessel (H); the water supply apparatus being provid-
ed with: a tap water inlet (2); a mineral dosing unit
(18) with the aid of which, on the basis of tap water,
mineral water can be generated; and water process-
ing means
(38,40,44,46.50,82,64,56,58,74,76,78,79,80,82,84
,120,121,122,160,152) comprising at least a recir-
culation circuit (44,80) for ensuring that the water is
in motion regularly, the method comprising
supplying a cleaning agent, directly or indirectly, to
the water supply apparatus, and
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controlling at least a part of the water processing
means according to a predetermined cleaning pro-
gram for the purpose of cleaning at least the recir-
culation circuit (44,80).

19. Method according to claim 18, wherein the assembly
of the water supply apparatus (1) and the cleaning
system (RS) is provided with at least one control unit
(24,BE) designed for controlling at least the part of
the water processing means for the purpose of clean-
ing at least the recirculation circuit (44,80).

20. Method according to claim 19, characterized in that
the assembly comprises two control units (24,BE),
a first (BE) of the two control units, a cleaning system
control unit, being designed for controlling at least
the part of the water processing means for the pur-
pose of cleaning at least the recirculation circuit
(44,80), a second (24) of the two control units being
designed for controlling at least a part of the water
processing means for the purpose of presenting min-
eral water.

21. Method according to claim 20, comprising connect-
ing the second control unit (24) and the cleaning sys-
tem control unit (BE) with each other.

22. Method according to claim 18, comprising connect-
ing a water inlet (WI) of the cleaning system (RS),
with the water supply apparatus (1) such that water
can flow from the water supply apparatus into the
water inlet.

23. Method according to claim 22, comprising connect-
ing the water inlet (WI) of the cleaning system with
the water supply apparatus downstream of the tap
water inlet (2).

24. Method according to any one of claims 18-23, com-
prising connecting a cleaning agent outlet (RMU) of
the cleaning system with the water supply apparatus
(1) upstream of the water processing means.

25. Method according to any one of claims 18-24, further
comprising including at least one filter intended for
the water supply apparatus in at least one filter holder
(FH) of the cleaning system for, for instance, clean-
ing the filter.

26. Method according to any one of claims 18-25, where-
in the cleaning system (RS) is provided with a water
purification device (WZI) and a purified-water outlet
(GWU) for purifying water or discharging purified wa-
ter, respectively.

27. Method according to claim 26, wherein the water
supply apparatus (1) is provided with a water dis-
pensing outlet (36,68), further comprising connect-

ing the purified-water outlet (GWU) of the cleaning
system with the water dispensing outlet for filling the
water supply apparatus with water purified by the
cleaning system.

28. Method according to any one of claims 18-27, where-
in the water supply apparatus is provided with a water
outlet conduit (WUL) for allowing water to flow to a
discharge and the cleaning system is provided with
a dispensed-water outlet conduit (GWU), further
comprising connecting the dispensed-water outlet
with the water outlet conduit of the water supply ap-
paratus for discharging water dispensed by the water
supply apparatus.

29. Method according to any one of claims 18-28, where-
in the water supply apparatus (1) is provided with an
outflow from which the water supply apparatus can
empty, the cleaning system (RS) being further pro-
vided with an outflow inlet (UI) for taking in a liquid
which, in use, flows out of the outflow.

Patentansprüche

1. Aufbau aus einer Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung (1) und
einem Reinigungssystem (RS) zum Reinigen der
Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung, wobei die Wasserzufuhr-
vorrichtung mit folgendem bereitgestellt ist: einem
Leitungswassereintaß (2); einer Mineralstoff-Do-
siereinheit (18), mit deren Hilfe, auf der Grundlage
von Leitungswasser, Mineralwasser erzeugt werden
kann; und Wasserverarbeitungsmittel (38, 40, 44,
46, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 74, 76, 78, 79, 80, 82, 84, 120,
121, 122, 150, 152), wobei das Reinigungssystem
(RS) mit mindestens einem Reinigungsmittelgefäß
(H) bereitgestellt ist, aus dem, im Einsatz, der Was-
serzufuhrvorrichtung (1) Reinigungsmittel direkt
oder indirekt zugeführt werden kann, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die Wasserverarbeitungsmit-
tel der Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung mindestens einen
Rücklaufkreislauf (44, 80) umfassen, zur Sicherstel-
lung, dass das Wasser regelmäßig in Bewegung ist,
und dadurch, dass der Aufbau mit mindestens einer
Kontrolleinheit (24, BE) bereitgestellt ist, die zur Kon-
trolle von mindestens einem Teil der Wasseraufbe-
reitungsmittel nach einem vorbestimmten Reini-
gungsprogramm für den Zweck der Reinigung von
mindestens dem Rücklaufkreis (44, 80) ausgelegt
ist.

2. Aufbau nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Aufbau eine Kontrolleinheit (24) um-
fasst, die ebenso zur Kontrolle von mindestens ei-
nem Teil der Wasseraufbereitungsmittel für den
Zweck des Präsentierens von Mineralwasser aus-
gelegt ist.
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3. Aufbau nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Aufbau zwei Kontrolleinheiten (24, BE)
umfasst, ein erste (BE) von beiden Kontrolleinheiten,
eine Reinigungskontrolleinheit, die zur Kontrolle von
mindestens einem Teil des Wasseraufbereitungs-
mittels nach einem vorbestimmten Reinigungspro-
gramm für den Zweck des Reinigens von minde-
stens dem Rücklaufkreis (44, 80) ausgelegt ist, wo-
bei eine zweite (24) der beiden Kontrolleinheiten zur
Kontrolle von mindestens einem Teil des Wasser-
aufbereitungsmittels für den Zweck des Präsentie-
rens von Mineralwasser ausgelegt ist.

4. Aufbau nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass die zweite Kontrolleinheit (24) und die Rei-
nigungssystem-Kontrolleinheit (BE) miteinander
verbunden sein können.

5. Aufbau nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass die zweite Kontrolleinheit (24) und die Rei-
nigungssystem-Kontrolleinheit (BE) integral mitein-
ander verbunden sind.

6. Aufbau nach Anspruch 3, 4 oder 5, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Reinigungssystem (RS)
auch mit einem Wassereinlass (WI) zum Einleiten
von Wasser bereitgestellt ist.

7. Aufbau nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass der Wassereinlass (WI) mit der Wasser-
zufuhrvorrichtung (1) verbunden werden kann oder
bereits damit verbunden ist, derart, dass, im Einsatz,
Wasser aus der Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung in den
Wassereinlass fließen kann.

8. Aufbau nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der stromabwärtige Leitungswas-
sereinlass (2), der Wassereinlass (WI) des Reinin-
gungssystema (RS) mit der Wasserzufuhrvorrich-
tung verbunden werden kann oder bereits damit ver-
bunden ist.

9. Aufbau nach einem der Ansprüche 1-8, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Reiningungssystem (RS)
mit mindestens einem Reinigungsmittel-Auslass
(RMU) bereitgestellt ist, der mit der Wasserzufuhr-
vorrichtung verbunden werden kann oder bereits da-
mit verbunden ist, um, im Einsatz, Reinigungsmittel
auf die Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung anzuwenden.

10. Aufbau nach Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass stromaufwärts von
dem Wasserverarbeitungsmittel der Reinigungsmit-
telauslass (RMU) des Reinigungssystems mit der
Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung (1) verbunden werden
kann oder bereits damit verbunden ist.

11. Aufbau nach einem der Ansprüche 1-10, dadurch

gekennzeichnet, dass die Reinigungssystem-Kon-
trolleinheit (BE) auch zur Kontrolle des Reinigungs-
systems (RS) ausgelegt ist.

12. Aufbau nach einem der Ansprüche 1-11, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Wasserzufuhrvorrich-
tung (1) mit einem ersten Endstück zum Anschluss
an eine elektrische Stromquelle und mit einem zwei-
ten Endstück, mit welchem das Reinigungssystem
(RS) verbunden werden kann, so dass es auch an
die elektrische Stromquelle angeschlossen ist, be-
reitgestellt ist.

13. Aufbau nach einem der Ansprüche 1-12, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das Reinigungssystem (RS)
weiterhin mit mindestens einem Filterhalter (FH) be-
reitgestellt ist, in den mindestens ein Filter, der für
die Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung bestimmt ist, bei-
spielsweise zum Reinigen des Filters eingeschlos-
sen sein kann.

14. Aufbau nach einem der Ansprüche 1-13, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das Reinigungssystem (RS)
mit einer Wasser-Reinigungsvorrichtung (WZI) bzw.
einem Reinwasser-Auslass (GWU) zum Reinigen
von Wasser bzw. zum Abgeben von gereinigtem
Wasser bereitgestellt ist.

15. Aufbau nach Anspruch 14, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass die Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung (1) mit ei-
nem Wasserspendeauslass (36, 68) bereitgestellt
ist, während der Reinwasserauslass (GWU) des
Reinigungssystems mit dem Wasserspendeauslass
zum Befüllen der Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung mit
durch das Reinigungssystem gereinigtem Wasser
verbunden werden kann.

16. Aufbau nach einem der Ansprüche 1-15, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Wasserzufuhrvorrich-
tung (1) mit einer Wasserauslassleitung (WUL) be-
reitgestellt ist, um Wasser fließen zu lassen zu einer
Abgabe und das Reinigungssystem (RS) mit einer
Spenderwasser-Auslassleitung (AWU) bereitge-
stellt ist, die mit der Wasserauslassleitung der Was-
serzufuhrvorrichtung verbunden werden kann zum
Abgeben, im Einsatz, von Wasser, das von der Was-
serzufuhrvorrichtung gespendet wurde.

17. Aufbau nach einem der Ansprüche 1-16, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Wasserzufuhrvorrich-
tung (1) mit einem Auslaufsystem bereitgestellt ist,
welches die Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung entleeren
kann, wobei das Reinigungssystem weiterhin mit ei-
nem Auslauf-einlass (UI) bereitgestellt ist, zum Auf-
nehmen von einer Flüssigkeit, die, in Gebrauch, aus
dem Auslauf heraufließt.

18. Ein Verfahren zum Reinigen einer Wasserzufuhrvor-
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richtung (1), die bereitgestellt ist mit: einem Reini-
gungssystem, das ein Reinigungsmittelgefäß (H)
umfasst; einem Leitungswassereinlaß (2); einer Mi-
neral-Dosierungseinheit (18) mit deren Hilfe, auf der
Grundlage von Leitungswasser, Mineralwasser er-
zeugt werden kann; und Wasserverarbeitungsmittel
(38, 40, 44, 46, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 74, 76, 78, 79,
80, 82, 84, 120, 121, 122, 150, 152), die mindestens
einen Rücklaufkreislauf (44, 80) umfassen zur Si-
cherstellung, dass das Wasser regelmäßig in Bewe-
gung ist, wobei das Verfahren folgendes umfasst:

Zuführen eines Reinigungsmittels, direkt oder
indirekt, der Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung, und
Kontrolln von mindestens einem Teil des Was-
seraufbereitungsmittels gemäß einem vorbe-
stimmten Reinigungsprogramm für den Zweck
der Reinigung von mindestens dem Rücklauf-
kreislauf (44, 80).

19. Verfahren nach Anspruch 18, wobei der Aufbau der
Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung (1) und des Reinigungs-
systems (RS) mit mindestens einer Kontrolleinheit
(24, BE) bereitgestellt ist, die dazu ausgelegt ist, min-
destens den Rücklaufkreislauf (44, 80) zu reinigen.

20. Verfahren nach Anspruch 19, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der Aufbau zwei Kontrolleinheiten
(24, BE) umfasst, wobei eine erste (BE) der beiden
Kontrolleinheiten, eine ReinigungssystemKontrol-
leinheit, die dazu ausgelegt sind, mindestens den
Teil des Wasserverarbeitungsmittels für den Zweck
des Reinigens von mindestens dem Rücklaufkreis-
lauf (44, 80) zu Kontrolln, wobei eine zweit (24) der
beiden Kontrolleinheiten dazu ausgelegt sind, min-
destens einen Teil des Wasserverarbeitungsmittels
für den Zweck des Präsentierens von Mineralwasser
zu Kontrolln.

21. Verfahren nach Anspruch 20, umfassend das Ver-
binden der zweiten Kontrolleinheit (24) und der Rei-
nigungssystemKontrolleinheit (BE) miteinander.

22. Verfahren nach Anspruch 18, umfassend das Ver-
binden eines Wassereinlasses (WI) des Reinigungs-
systems (RS) mit der Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung (1) ,
derart, dass Wasser von der Wasserzufuhrvorrich-
tung in den Wassereinlass fließen kann.

23. Verfahren nach Anspruch 22, umfassend das Ver-
binden des Wassereinlasses (WI) des Reinigungs-
systems (RS) mit der Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung (1)
stromabwärts des Leitungswassereinlasses (2).

24. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 18-23, umfas-
send das Verbinden eines Reinigungssystem-Aus-
lasses (RMU) des Reinigungssystems mit der Was-
serzufuhrvorrichtung (1) stromaufwärts von dem

Wasserverarbeitungsmittel.

25. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 18-24, weiter-
hin umfassend das Einschließen von mindestens ei-
nem Filter, der dazu beabsichtig ist, die Wasserzu-
fuhrvorrichtung in mindestens einem Filterhalter
(FH) des Reinigungssystems, für zum Beispiel, das
Reinigen des Filters.

26. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 18-25, wobei
das Reinigungssystem (RS) mit einer Wasserreini-
gungsvorrichtung (WZI) und eine Reinwasseraus-
lass (GWU) zum Reinigen von Wasser bzw. zum
Abgeben von gereinigtem Wasser bereitgestellt ist.

27. Verfahren nach Anspruch 26, wobei die Wasserzu-
fuhrvorrichtung (1) mit einem Wasserspendeaus-
lass (36, 38) bereitgestellt ist, weiterhin umfassend
das Verbinden des Reinwasserauslasses (GWU)
des Reinigungssystems (RS) mit dem Wasserspen-
deauslass zum Befüllen der Wasserzufuhrvorrich-
tung mit durch das Reinigungssystem gereinigtem
Wasser.

28. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 18-27, wobei
die Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung mit einer Wasseraus-
lassleitung (WUL) bereitgestellt ist, um Wasser zu
einer Entnahmestelle fließen zu lassen, und das Rei-
nigungssystem mit einer Spendewasser-Auslasslei-
tung (AWU) bereitgestellt ist, weiterhin umfassen
das Verbinden des Spendewasser-Auslasses mit
der Wasserauslassleitung der Wasserzufuhrvorrich-
tung zum Abgeben von Wasser; das von der Was-
serzufuhrvorrichtung gespendet wurde.

29. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 18-28, wobei
die Wasserzufuhrvorrichtung (1) mit einem Aus-
strom bereitgestellt ist, aus dem die Wasserzufuhr-
vorrichtung geleert werden kann, wobei das Reini-
gungssystem (RS) weiterhin mit einem Ausstro-
meinlass (UI) bereitgestellt ist zum aufnehmen einer
Flüssigkeit, die, in Gebrauch, aus dem Ausstrom
heraufließt.

Revendications

1. Assemblage composé d’un dispositif d’alimentation
en eau (1) et d’un système de nettoyage (RS) pour
nettoyer le dispositif d’alimentation en eau, le dispo-
sitif d’alimentation en eau étant muni de : une entrée
d’eau du robinet (2) ; une unité de dosage de miné-
raux (18) à l’aide de laquelle de l’eau minérale peut
être produite à partir de l’eau du robinet ; et des
moyens de traitement de l’eau (38, 40, 44, 46, 50,
52, 54, 56, 58, 74, 76, 78, 79, 80, 82, 84, 120, 121,
122, 150, 152), le système de nettoyage (RS) étant
muni d’au moins un récipient pour un agent de net-
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toyage (H) à partir duquel, lors de l’utilisation, l’agent
de nettoyage peut être fourni, directement ou indi-
rectement, au dispositif d’alimentation en eau (1),
caractérisé en ce que les moyens de traitement de
l’eau du dispositif d’alimentation en eau compren-
nent au moins un circuit de recirculation (44, 80) pour
garantir que l’eau soit régulièrement en mouvement,
et en ce que l’assemblage est muni d’au moins une
unité de commande (24, BE) conçue pour comman-
der au moins une partie des moyens de traitement
de l’eau, selon un programme de nettoyage de l’eau
préétabli, aux fins de nettoyer au moins le circuit de
recirculation (44, 80).

2. Assemblage selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que l’assemblage comprend une unité de
commande (24) conçue de façon similaire pour com-
mander au moins une partie des moyens de traite-
ment de l’eau aux fins de présenter de l’eau minérale.

3. Assemblage selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que l’assemblage comprend deux unités de
commande (24, BE), une première (BE) parmi les
deux unités de commande, une unité de commande
de nettoyage, étant conçue pour commander au
moins une partie des moyens de traitement de l’eau
selon un programme de nettoyage préétabli aux fins
de nettoyer au moins le circuit de recirculation (44,
80), une deuxième (24) parmi les deux unités de
commande étant conçue pour commander au moins
une partie des moyens de traitement de l’eau aux
fins de présenter de l’eau minérale.

4. Assemblage selon la revendication 3, caractérisé
en ce que la deuxième unité de commande (24) et
l’unité de commande du système de nettoyage (BE)
peuvent être reliées l’une à l’autre.

5. Assemblage selon la revendication 3, caractérisé
en ce que la deuxième unité de commande (24) et
l’unité de commande du système de nettoyage (BE)
sont reliées de façon monobloc l’une à l’autre.

6. Assemblage selon la revendication 3, 4 ou 5, carac-
térisé en ce que le système de nettoyage (RS) est
également muni d’une entrée d’eau (WI) pour l’ad-
mission de l’eau.

7. Assemblage selon la revendication 6, caractérisé
en ce que l’entrée d’eau (WI) peut être reliée, ou a
été reliée, au dispositif d’alimentation en eau (1) de
sorte que, lors de l’utilisation, l’eau peut s’écouler à
partir du dispositif d’alimentation en eau vers l’entrée
d’eau.

8. Assemblage selon la revendication 6 ou 7, caracté-
risé en ce que, en aval de l’entrée d’eau du robinet
(2), l’entrée d’eau (WI) du système de nettoyage

(RS) peut être reliée, ou a été reliée, au dispositif
d’alimentation en eau.

9. Assemblage selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 8, caractérisé en ce que le système de
nettoyage (RS) est muni d’au moins une sortie
d’agent de nettoyage (RMU) qui peut être reliée, ou
été reliée, au dispositif d’alimentation en eau pour,
lors de l’utilisation, fournir l’agent de nettoyage au
dispositif d’alimentation en eau.

10. Assemblage selon la revendication 9, caractérisé
en ce que, en amont des moyens de traitement de
l’eau, la sortie d’agent de nettoyage (RMU) du sys-
tème de nettoyage peut être reliée, ou a été reliée,
au dispositif d’alimentation en eau (1).

11. Assemblage selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 10, caractérisé en ce que l’unité de com-
mande du système de nettoyage (BE) est également
conçue pour commander le système de nettoyage
(RS).

12. Assemblage selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 11, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif d’ali-
mentation en eau (1) est muni d’une première borne
pour raccordement à une source d’énergie électri-
que et d’une deuxième borne au moyen de laquelle
le système de nettoyage (RS) peut être relié, de fa-
çon à être relié également à la source d’alimentation
électrique.

13. Assemblage selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 12, caractérisé en ce que le système de
nettoyage (RS) est en outre muni d’au moins un sup-
port de filtre (FH) dans lequel au moins un filtre conçu
pour le dispositif d’alimentation en eau peut être in-
corporé afin, à titre d’exemple, de nettoyer le filtre.

14. Assemblage selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 13, caractérisé en ce que le système de
nettoyage (RS) est muni d’un dispositif de purifica-
tion de l’eau (WZI) et d’une sortie d’eau purifiée
(GWU) pour purifier l’eau ou, respectivement, sortir
de l’eau purifiée.

15. Assemblage selon la revendication 14, caractérisé
en ce que le dispositif d’alimentation en eau (1) est
muni d’une sortie de distribution d’eau (36, 68), la
sortie d’eau purifiée (GWU) du système de nettoya-
ge pouvant être reliée à la sortie de distribution d’eau
pour remplir le dispositif d’alimentation en eau avec
de l’eau purifiée par le système de nettoyage.

16. Assemblage selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 15, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif d’ali-
mentation en eau (1) est muni d’un conduit de sortie
d’eau (WUL) pour permettre à l’eau de s’écouler vers
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une évacuation, et le système de nettoyage (RS) est
muni d’un conduit de sortie d’eau distribuée (AWU)
qui peut être relié au conduit de sortie d’eau du dis-
positif d’alimentation en eau pour évacuer, lors de
l’utilisation, l’eau distribuée par le dispositif d’alimen-
tation en eau.

17. Assemblage selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 16, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif d’ali-
mentation en eau (1) est muni d’un moyen de vidan-
ge à partir duquel le dispositif d’alimentation en eau
peut se vider, le système de nettoyage (RS) étant
en outre muni d’une entrée de vidange (UI) pour re-
cevoir un liquide qui, lors de l’utilisation, s’écoule à
partir du moyen de vidange.

18. Procédé de nettoyage du dispositif d’alimentation en
eau (1) d’un assemblage composé d’un dispositif
d’alimentation en eau et d’un système de nettoyage
(RS) comprenant un récipient d’agent de nettoyage
(H) ; le dispositif d’alimentation en eau étant muni
de : une entrée d’eau du robinet (2) ; une unité de
dosage des minéraux (18) à l’aide de laquelle de
l’eau minérale peut être produite à partir de l’eau du
robinet ; et des moyens de traitement de l’eau (38,
40, 44, 46, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 74, 76, 78, 79, 80, 82,
84, 120, 121, 122, 150, 152) comprenant au moins
un circuit de recirculation (44, 80) pour garantir que
l’eau soit régulièrement en mouvement, le procédé
comprenant
la fourniture d’un agent de nettoyage, directement
ou indirectement, au dispositif d’alimentation en eau,
et
la commande d’au moins une partie des moyens de
traitement de l’eau selon un programme de nettoya-
ge préétabli aux fins de nettoyer au moins le circuit
de recirculation (44, 80).

19. Procédé selon la revendication 18, dans lequel l’as-
semblage du dispositif d’alimentation en eau (1) et
du système de nettoyage (RS) est muni d’au moins
une unité de commande (24, BE) conçue pour com-
mander au moins la partie des moyens de traitement
de l’eau aux fins de nettoyer au moins le circuit de
recirculation (44, 80).

20. Procédé selon la revendication 19, caractérisé en
ce que l’assemblage comprend deux unités de com-
mande (24, BE), une première (BE) parmi les deux
unités de commande, une unité de commande de
nettoyage, étant conçue pour commander au moins
la partie des moyens de traitement de l’eau aux fins
de nettoyer au moins le circuit de recirculation (44,
80), une deuxième (24) parmi les deux unités de
commande étant conçue pour commander au moins
une partie des moyens de traitement de l’eau aux
fins de présenter de l’eau minérale.

21. Procédé selon la revendication 20, comprenant le
fait de relier la deuxième unité de commande (24)
et l’unité de commande du système de nettoyage
(BE) l’une à l’autre.

22. Procédé selon la revendication 18, comprenant le
fait de raccorder une entrée d’eau (WI) du système
de nettoyage (RS) avec le dispositif d’alimentation
en eau (1) de sorte que de l’eau puisse s’écouler à
partir du dispositif d’alimentation en eau vers l’entrée
d’eau.

23. Procédé selon la revendication 22, comprenant le
fait de relier l’entrée d’eau (WI) du système de net-
toyage au dispositif d’alimentation en eau en aval de
l’entrée d’eau du robinet (2).

24. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
18 à 23, comprenant le fait de raccorder une sortie
d’agent de nettoyage (RMU) du système de nettoya-
ge au dispositif d’alimentation en eau (1) en amont
des moyens de traitement de l’eau.

25. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
18 à 24, comprenant en outre le fait de comprendre
au moins un filtre prévu pour le dispositif d’alimen-
tation en eau dans au moins un support de filtre (FH)
du système de nettoyage pour, à titre d’exemple,
nettoyer le filtre.

26. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
18 à 25, dans lequel le système de nettoyage (RS)
est muni d’un dispositif de purification de l’eau (WZI)
et d’une sortie d’eau purifiée (GWU) pour purifier
l’eau ou, respectivement, sortir de l’eau purifiée.

27. Procédé selon la revendication 26, dans lequel le
dispositif d’alimentation en eau (1) est muni d’une
sortie de distribution d’eau (36, 68), comprenant en
outre le fait de relier la sortie d’eau purifiée (GWU)
du système de nettoyage à la sortie de distribution
d’eau pour remplir le dispositif d’alimentation en eau
avec de l’eau purifiée par le système de nettoyage.

28. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
18 à 27, dans lequel le dispositif d’alimentation en
eau est muni d’un conduit de sortie d’eau (WUL) pour
permettre à l’eau de s’écouler vers une évacuation,
et le système de nettoyage est muni d’un conduit de
sortie d’eau distribuée (AWU), comprenant en outre
le fait de relier la sortie d’eau distribuée au conduit
de sortie d’eau du dispositif d’alimentation en eau
pour évacuer l’eau distribuée par le dispositif d’ali-
mentation en eau.

29. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
18 à 28, dans lequel le dispositif d’alimentation en
eau (1) est muni d’un moyen de vidange à partir du-
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quel le dispositif d’alimentation en eau peut se vider,
le système de nettoyage (RS) étant en outre muni
d’une entrée de vidange (UI) pour recevoir un liquide
qui, lors de l’utilisation, s’écoule à partir des moyens
de vidange.
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